
Halsbury’s Laws of England is a legal encyclopaedia which explains the laws of England and Wales. The articles in this encyclopaedia provide references to CASES, STATUTES and REGULATIONS.

Location: 1st Floor: (KD310.H44)

ORGANIZATION

Halsbury’s Laws of England 5th edition is a multivolume set of volumes gradually replacing the volumes of the 4th edition. Volumes are arranged alphabetically according to the legal topic, e.g. ADMINISTRATIVE LAW, CRIMINAL LAW. Articles are arranged according to the subject and the paragraph number. Footnotes provide references to CASES, STATUTES, and REGULATIONS.

CONTENTS

Main work:

Reissued (updated) volumes of the 5th edition and those from the 4th edition which have not yet been replaced constitute the main work.

Annual updating:

An annual Cumulative Supplement replaces previous supplements.

Monthly updating:

The monthly issues of the Current Service bring the Cumulative Supplement up to date to the beginning of the month of each issue. The Current Service consists of two booklets:

- Monthly Review: Contains articles on developments in the law. Also includes tables and a comprehensive index
- Noter-Up: Contains annotations which update information contained in the Cumulative Supplement. Also includes cumulative index to articles in the Monthly Reviews.

Consolidated Tables (several volumes):

- Cases
- Statutes
- Statutory Instruments, ... [etc.]

HOW TO NOTE UP THE 5th EDITION

1) Cumulative Supplement

To see if a law has been amended or altered, look in the Cumulative Supplement under the same paragraph number which appears with the article found in the Halsbury's Laws of England 4th or 5th edition. Occasionally, additional supplemental materials such as Destination Tables will be published as separate booklets.

2) Current Service: Noter-Up

Contains annotations which update information in the Cumulative Supplement. Until the reissue of all volumes is completed, material updating the 4th edition precedes material updating the 5th edition. The most recent Noter-Up issue must be used in conjunction with the most recent Cumulative Supplement. Also includes a Table of Articles which indexes the articles in the Monthly Reviews.

NOTE: Above information provided in monthly Current Service: Noter-Up.